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A STUDY IN THE FLOW OF NEWS 
by 
.RICHARD H. NEWHOUSE JR. 
AIM 
With the advent of advanced communications methods, the re-
porting of the news has become a highly complex operation. 
On ar.J.y given day hundreds of news stories flow into a newspaper 
office from every part of the world. The stories come by wire service, 
from correspondents, and from local sources. From these stories a 
number are chosen to make up the news of the day for a particular publi-
cation. A select few are set aside for display on the front page of that 
paper. 
With such a broad area of news from which to select, the gate-
keeper must have a knowledge of his audience and the types of news that 
would interest them most. This is a study of the selections of the Ameri-
1 
can gatekeepers. 
An attempt will be made to answer several questions in the course 
of this study. What makes a story so big in the eyes of the gatekeeper that 
that story gains front page prominence? Do these stories fit into special 
types or categories? Are there any regional differences? Is there note-
worthy distortion or suppression of news? What is the importance of 
• local news in relation to wire service news? 
I 
By answering the above questions it will be possible to draw definite 
·conclusions about the front page of the American newspaper, and the role 
of the gatekeeper, 
1 The editor or that individual whose role is to select the 
material which the public will digest on any given day. 
1. 
METHODOLOGY 
To do this study it wa's necessary to gather as many newspapers 
as possible from all the geographic areas of the country. All the news-
papers available at the Boston Public Library, of a single date, were as-
sembled. The date, May 20, 1952, was selected at random. There were 
64 newspapers in all. 
Every story on the front page of each paper was read and codified 
1 
on a series of charts. From these charts the following information could 
be ascertained. 
l. Name of Paper 
2. Political Leaning 
3. Edition 
4. Story Headline 
5. Page Position of Story 
6. Story Source 
In the border of the sample chart is a Roman num.eral. This is the 
key to the name of the newspaper. Checked against the num.erals in the 
index it will reveal the name of the paper. Alongside the Roman num.eral 
are two letters. The first of these is the key to the political leaning of 
the paper. The letter 11 i 11 for Independent, the letter 11 r 11 for Republican, 
the letter 11d 11 for Democrat. The second small letter in the border denote 
the edition. The letter 11m'' for the morning edition, and the letter 1'e 11 for 
the evening edition. 
In the chart proper the capital letter is the key to the story title. 
It can be checked in the index in the same manner as the newspaper title. 
2. 
.. 
METHODOLOGY - continued 
The number appearing in the chart proper refers to the page posi-
tion of the story. A story appearing in the upper right hand corner of the 
paper is considered the number one story in that paper because it has been 
given the most prominent display. The upper left hand corner is consid-
ered the next most important, and is therefore given the number two 
rating. All other stories above the fold of the newspaper are considered 
of equal value and are given the number three rating. All stories appearin 
below the fold are considered of equal value and are given the numerical 
rating of four. 
The small letter in the chart proper is the key to the story source. 
There were five small letters used in this source designation, and they 
are a, b, c, d, and e. The letter ''a" denotes a story originating from the 
United Press, the letter 11b 11 indicates a story from Associated Press, the 
letter 11 c 11 an International News Service release, the letter 11d 11 a story 
covered locally, and the letter "en indicates any wire service other than 
those mentioned previously. 
Story Classifications 
In order to determine what story types, if any, dominated the front 
page of the newspaper the items used in this survey were broken down into 
sixteen categories. In the chapter which follows, an attempt is being mad 
to ascertain the trend of the selective process used in assigning news 
values, from the standpoint of the classifications into which most of these 
3. 
METHODOLOGY - continued 
iterris fitted. 
Local and Wire Service Stories 
There is a definite need for a comparison of the local and wire 
service stories in a study of this type. However, since each of these sub-
jects was found to be worthy of a separate chapter, it was decided to dis-
cuss them separately, making comparisons within the two chapters. Thus 
it will be found that the wire service chapter discusses not only the gener-
al subject, but points out the differences between the various wire ser-
vices. 
Bias and Distortion 
One of the important aims of this thesis was to determine whether 
there existed any bias, or any distortion of the news. To find the answer 
to this question it was necessary to compare headlines appearing in sev-
eral papers, noting all differences in connotation or differences in fact 
occurring in the same story. 
It was anticipated that some bias would probably be traceable to 
political differences. Therefore it was deemed wise to check the avowed 
politics of the paper in the manner mentioned previously in the chapter. 
Among the 66 newspapers used there were 18 Republican papers, 14 Demo 
cratic papers, and 34 Independent publications. 
Recognizing the fact that.time limitations would prevent some 
4. 
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METHODOLOGY - continued 
papers from printing the same stories as others, the fact that a paper was 
morning or evening edition was taken into consideration. There were 36 
morning and 30 evening papers included. 
Geographic emphasis 
The name of the publication identifies the paper geographically. 
This is essential since a portion of the thesis will be concerned with the 
regional treatment of the news. The nine geographic areas used in the 
study are: the New England area, the Northeastern area, the Southeaster 
area, the North-Central area, the South-Central area, the Northwestern, 
the Southwestern, the Far West, and the West Coast . 
Each of these regions is represented by at least three publications. 
Summary 
The summary will include all conclusions arrived at by facts as 
drawn from the material at hand. 
Appendix 
The appendix includes the names of the newspapers and other 
sources found necessary in research of this type. It will include all the 
headlines used in the survey. 
The story headlines will follow, if possible, the headline as it ap-
peared in the first paper in which the story ran. If a story appeared in 
several papers, then the first paper inspected would provide the headline 
5. 
6. 
METHODOLOGY -continued 
for that particular story. In instances where the sense of the story was 
not clear, or there were space limitations, minor changes were made. 
It was considered essential 'that the connotations of the story be preserved 
in the headlines which were used. 
Each story that appeared more than once in all the papers was 
checked for the number of appearances made. This number was not in-
eluded in the appendix since the greater number of stories made but one 
appearance. 
I 
~ 
8. 
The story classifications used in this study are based on a chart 
to be found in the book Newspapers and the News. The chart classifica-
tions are modified to fit the situation which this particular work presents. 
The major difference being the addition of four types of story, human in-
terest, and the consolidation of seven of the original types. 
In this, the final product,. the positive and negative values assigned 
to the headings by the author of the book were not of consequence to the 
thesis, therefore these designations were droppe¢1.. 
Those news categories left after the streamlining process are 
those upon which this chapter is based. Here is a listing of those story 
types: 
1. National Government and Politics 
2. Local Government and Politics 
3. State Government and Politics 
4. War, Armament and Security 
5. International Relations 
6. Foreign 
7. Labor-Management 
8. Wages-Prices 
9. Personalities 
10. Crime 
11. Education 
12. Violent ~eaths 
13. Death -- Not Violent 
14. Human Interest 
15. Sob Stories and Frivolity 
16. Local Stories 
National Government and Politics 
Pertains to those items concerning the government which are 
national in scope. Since government and the political situation go hand-in-
• 
hand, it was decided to group these two together. An example of national 
government items: 11Senate Okays Fowler Nomination11 , or 11Fail in Effort 
to Recommit Alien Bil111• An example of national political items: 11Kerr 
Defends Truman Policies 11 , and HGabrielson Urges GOP Hustle Voters 11• 
State Government and Politics 
Pertains to government and politics on the state level. Examples 
of state government items: 11State Is Spending Increases II Percent" 1 or. 
"Governor Kennon Seeks Backing of Legislature". 
Local Government and Politics 
Refers to those items concerning politics on any level lower than 
the state level. Includes county and municipal. Examples of this type 
article: 11 Mayor Opposes Charter Delays 11 , or, 11 Dartmouth Announces $44 · 
Tax Rate 11 • 
War, Armament and Security 
Any article that pertains to the national security will be included 
in this category. This will hiclude the Korea Campaign, any research 
involving war production and materials, or any security measures. In 
this group will be such stories as: 11 Yanks Down Four MIG 1 s 11 , 11A-Borrb 
Fails to Go Of£11 , 11 Rookie Set for Security Course 11• 
International Relations 
Refers to any negotiation between the United States Government and 
any government other than that of the United States, It will also pertain 
9. 
to any gov~rrunent group of which the United States is a member, which 
group is negotiating with another government, or goverrunent group. This 
term will apply to all relations between such groups. The foUowing head-
lines are among those so grouped: "US Maps Aid Pact with Franco", 
11 No Retreat on Red Captive Exchange Planu, 11 UN Delegate is Selected11, 
11 Bonn to Sign Peace Pact Monday''· 
Foreign News 
Any news other than news of the United States that fits in neither 
the International Relations nor the War, Armament and Security bracket 
will be under this heading. Such news involves the US directly in no way. 
For example: 11 British to Quit Red Chinau, 11French Solidly Back Pinay11 , 
• or TIEast Germans bar Passenger Line to West11 • 
Labor-Management 
Under this title will appear all items concerned with the worker, 
groups of workers, management and management groups. This shall in-
elude all union-management negotiations, inter-union disputes, strikes, 
shut-downs, court cases, decisions, and allied news. This will include 
such typical titles as: 'Railroads Accept White House Settlement Plan11 , 
11Sinclair Oil Workers Vote to End Strike'', 11 CIO Ridicules Report that 
43, 000 Members Switched to AFLIT, 11Supreme Court Fails to Rule on 
Steel Seizuren. 
'\ 
10. 
• 
Wages-Prices 
Will include any article which pertains to wages, prices, price 
controls, wage freezes, and allied subjects. It will not include contract 
negotiations since such activity fits more directly in the Labor-Manageme 
bracket. Fair trade disputes and the like, however, will be included. 
This grouping will include headings such as: 11 0PS Permits Price Increas 
on Some Canned Goods 11 , "Controls Off Cottons and Textiles", "Telegram 
Rate Rise Reported Sought", "Charge US Aids Wages, Raids Profits". 
Personalities 
In the personalities grouping will be found all stories which play a 
well known figure involved in an incident which makes news because of 
the individual rather than the act involved. In any case where the individua 
exerted as much influence as the act that item would be considered a per-
sonality item. In this group would come such typical headlines as: 
"Gabrielson Urges GOP Hustle Votes", 11 Ike in Farewell Visit to Nether-
lands11, HBenton Says Democrats Party of Hope", "Queen Elizabeth Asks 
Pay Raise for Phillip''· 
Crime 
Any item involving a criminal act, court action, court sentencing, 
or imprisonment will be included in this type item. Typical headlines are: 
11 Jail Escapee Under 24 Hour Guard11 , 11Lonnetti Faces Trial", "Cops Stop 
Stolen Gem Gang Feud11 , "Intruder Beats Attorney with Hammer". 
11. 
Violent Deaths 
Will include auto accidents, accidental deaths by violence, and those 
deaths which were self-caused. Typical headlines: 1'l'wo Iowa Crash 
Victims Diell, "Two Children Die in Oneonta Fia:en, "X-Ray Specialist 
Plunges to Death11 , 11Fairfax Justice, Former Nazi Prisoner, Suicide 11 • 
Death Not Violent 
In this story category fit items which would ordinarily be person-
ality stories because of the fact that the person involved is one well known. 
Because of the fact that death is involved it was decided to make this a 
separate grouping. Here will be found such titles as: 11 George Hart of 
Nahant Dies at 71 11, HJournal Vice President Dies at 76 11 • 
Education 
The education category includes all stories having to do with edu-
cation in any manner. The following titles will be typical of the group: 
"Parent-Teachers Not to Recon\Sider Policyll, 11Would Provide New Class-
rooms for Harris School11 , 11 Nine from Area Enter Yale11• 
Human Interest 
This grouping will include stories which are more newsworthy from 
the standpoint of the emotions than recognition of the facts involved. They 
are stories intended to leave a definite impression of awe, sympathy, 
tenderness, or the like. In this category the following headlines are to be 
found: 11Flying Congressman Baby Sits for 24 Hours", 11 1800 to Hop Ocean 
in Time Lindbergh Took11 , 11 Body of Vicar's Son Recovered from Mountain11 
12. 
Sob Stories and Frivolity 
In this category will be included those human interest stories that 
go to the extreme in emotional play. The material in these stories is 
ridiculous, is-inconsequential, or is overplayed to the extent that, viewed 
intelligently, it seems ridiculous. Appearing here will be such headlines 
as: 11 Mice Cheese Theory Disproved", 11 Three Robins Adopted by Couple", 
11Businessman Receives Curious Order (for masks and wigs for a play} 
From Jailu. 
Local, Run of Mill News 
This category includes all the news which fits into no other specific 
category, and is of news value to no other community other than that in 
e which it appears. Such news is typified by the following headlines: 
11 Women 1 s Club Federation Meets in Swampscott", ''Ticket Depots for 
I 
Festival Open Tomorrow", 11 Theater Guild Play Friday11 , 
13. 

The chart on the preceding page gives an accurate picture of the 
percentage of each of the sixteen types of stories making up the total num-
ber of different items to appear on the front page of the newspapers con-
sidered in this analysis. 
The greater percentage, 35%, of these items were local news of no 
significance beyond the immediate community in which this news was pub-
lished. In all thcie were 134 such stories out of a total count of 381 items. 
This count is nearly four times as large as the next nearest group-type. 
Personalities made up the second largest category with a total of 
37 stories, making up 9. 7% of the total. 
Crime news crowded on the heels the news of Personalities. This 
type comprised 9. 4% of the total with 36 stories. (This figure discounts, 
however, petty crimes that appeared on the local level which were of 
little consequence, and those crimes for which persons were standing trial 
or being punished). 
News concerning National and Local Governments were exactly 
even. There were 25 of each. They each composed 6. 5 o/o of the total 
number of stories. 
The Labor-Management category formed the next highest group 
numerically, with a total of 22 different stories to make up 5. 7% of the 
total number. 
Human Interest ran next high with a total of 18 stories, 4. 7% of the 
total. 
15. 
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State Government tailed both Local and National Government in 
the percentage of stories tallied. The state bracket composing 3. 9% of 
the total with 15 stories. This tally is exactly 60% of the totals of the 
other two. 
Between Human Interest and State Government comes that category 
entitled War, Armament and Security. This story-type totalled 16 items 
to compose 4. 2% of the total number. 
Foreign News tallied 13 stories to figure 3. 2% of the total. 
The last of the story-types to tally in the double figures is the WagE: 
Price category. The Wage-Price stories figured in 3. 1 of the news with a 
total of 12 stories. 
The remaining five types lumped together composed 7. 3% of the 
total of 381 stories. They are in this order: International Relations 1. 8%, 
seven stories; Sob Stories and Frivolity, l. 6%, six stories; Violent Deaths 
1. 3%, five stories; Education, 1. 6%, six stories; Death -- Not Violent, 1% 
four stories. 
16. 
LOCAL NEWS STORIES 
Of the sixty-four papers used in this study one, the Newburyport 
Daily News, was outstanding in that it used no wire service stories. Of 
the stories appearing on the front page of this publication only four ap-
peared more than once out of a possible sixty-six chances. These stories 
which did appear were included in the makeup of large metropolitan dailies 
nearby with one exception. The one exception turned up in a paper located 
in an area roughly 500 miles distant, in an anecdotal box-type blurb. 
With the exception of five large metropolitan dailies each publica-
tion included some local news on the front page. Largely the local news 
fell in the category of Types 2, 9, and 16. In four instances stories, ob-
• viously from the local source were picked up by wire service and run in 
publications miles distant from the source. There was justification for 
this in the similarity of area interests. An example of this particular 
type is story AHK 11Textile Pay Cut Debated in Lewistonrt. This story ap-
peared as a local item in the Lewiston Evening Journal. It also appeared 
in two other New England newspapers. The story was used by both AP 
and UP and subsequently appeared eight times out of 64 chances and was 
published as front page material as far away as Memphis, where the cotton 
growing population was as interested as the Lewiston mill worker. 
Of the total number of stories appearing on the front page of the 
papers in the study more than 75o/o were local stories. More than 90o/o of 
17. 
LOCAL NEWS STORIES - continued 
these stories appeared in no other spot except the one in which the story 
originated. 
Local Stories, whether in the large metropolitan daily, or the 
small neighborhood daily, received prominent display on the page. These 
stories appeared in the number one position 21 times, and the number two 
position 28 times of a possible 64. Their appearance in the number three 
position was only slightly less than that of the wire service news. 
In four publications the entire front page above the fold was taken 
up with local news. This number includes the publication which featured 
local news exclusively on the front page. Of the stories mentioned above 
• less than ten of the thirty-one counted pertained to matters other than 
local politics, thus falling in the number two category. Of the remainder 
two fell into category 7, four in category 9, and the remainder in the 16 
category. 
Typical of the local stories to appear in the study was AGZ, from 
the St. Louis Post-Dispatch 11Stix-Baer to Open Huge New Shopping Center' . 
Such announcements important only to those in the immediate vicinity madE 
up more than 30o/o of the local news items. From the Haverhill Gazette 
story AIT, 11 Col. Blake asserts VA Hospital Sure to Operate Here11 • This 
type story, a combination of types 9 and 16, is typical of the categories 
into which these local stories were placed. 
18. 
LOCAL NEWS STORIES - continued 
The local items distinguished themselves by the manner in which 
they were written. Their style set them apart from wire service stories 
almost invariably. The tone of the local item reflected accurately the tone 
of the paper, and presumably the general tenor of the community. Conse-
quently in the communities in which industry flourished, and in which the 
particular industry provided work for the inhabitants of the community, a 
great amount of the news centered about that industry and matters directly 
connected to the industry. In the case of personalities in the news of such 
a community only eight of a possible thirty-seven mentioned were not di-
rectly related to some phase of the particular industry, mentioned in the 
articles. 
A noticeable tendency among those newspapers giving page pref-
erence (the one and two positions) to local items was that of giving front 
page space to local column material. The most noticeable of these, from 
the standpoint of well known publication, was the Atlanta Constitution. The 
Constitution gives over the number two spot to its editor, Ralph McGill, 
for an interpretative column that presents news to the Atlanta citizen, as 
it affects the Atlanta citizen. 
In all there were eleven such columns, including topics ranging 
from international politics to the proper method of preparing to market 
tobacco. These columns were without exception written in the 11folksy 11 
19. 
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LOCAL NEWS STORIES -continued 
style probably peculiar to the area in which they were to appear . 
There were four columns to appear as front page material other 
than those written strictly for local consumption. Typical of these is item 
ADX, 11 Mr. Smith Goes to Moscow11 • This is the story of Ambassador 
Kennan and his experiences in the Kremlin. Others include '1The Eisen-
hower Story", which appeared twice, and the story of General MacArthu~. 
20. 
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WIRE SERVICE 
As mentioned in the previous chapter, only two of the papers in-
cluded in this study had front pages devoid of wire service news. Despite 
the fact that local news comprised more than 70o/o of the total number of 
stories to appear in this study, wire service more than offset this seeming 
advantage by the frequency with which such news appeared. 
Wire service stories appeared as frequently as 35 times in the 
publications in this survey, with no item appearing less than two times. 
The first ten wire service items appeared in the various publica-
tions 308 times as compared with the total number of 293 local items 
which appeared but once in all the publications. 
The wire service stories fell into every category mentioned in 
the study, however their greatest incidence was in 1 and 9. There was, 
however, one exception to this rule in that there were two extremely 
unusual stories on this particular day. 
The exceptions to the rule were stories, "Body of Vicar's Son 
Recovered from Mountaintt, and H, "Brazil Attempts to Rescue Jungle 
Hostages". However, since these two stories did break on this particular 
day they are considered the news of the day, and as such are part of the 
survey. Story D, appeared 35 times to tie for the greatest number of 
appearances with item _C, ''Railroads Accept White House Settlement Plan" 
The first story, D, of the two unusual cases presented a problem 
WIRE SERVICE - continued 
as to classification. Because of the manner in which it was presented 
the story could not possibly fall into the sob story category. The pathos 
evoked by the tragedy was such that dignity in death was more apparent 
than any horror, or maudlinly sentimental angle could have been. This 
story was therefore placed in category fourteen and was considered a 
personality item. To place such a story in the negative category would 
have been out of step with the interpretation placed on the terms. 
The second story, H, presented a problem in that it did not fall 
positively into any of the categories discussed here. Therefore the 
problem was to decide which category the story was nearest. The story 
was then placed in category five, because the situation was a foreign 
problem involving American citizens. Story H, was reproduced 32 times 
out of the 66 possible, the third highest number of times any single story 
appeared. 
The total number of appearances of wire service material as com-
pared with local material finds the wire service material commanding 
a majority of items. The number of item appearances of the wire service 
news was 532, as compared with 293 appearances for single incident 
local material. 
In 49 instances wire service material yielded the number one and 
two spot to local items. In 21 instances it was the number one spot. Of 
24. 
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WIRE SERVICE - continued 
these 21, 19 made way for local news of major importance. Of the two 
remaining, one gave way to a local ad, the other ran in the paper which 
devoted the front page to local news exclusively. 
In 28 instances wire service news gave up the number two spot. 
Only in fourteen cases did the local news take over both choice positions 
simultaneously. 
The incidence of jumped stories was greater among wire stories 
than among local items. A large percentage of local stories began and 
ended on page one. This number includes the columns mentioned in the 
preceding chapter and most of the personality type news items. In this 
I 
category, also, came the sob stories and those of the just died -- not 
violently nature. 
Less than half the news featured on wire service was of national 
import. The fact that the first ten stories, in point of appearance fre-
quency, totalled more than either the local, or remaining wire stories, 
bears out this fact. At the same time it was noted that more than 80o/o 
of the national news emanating from the wire service appeared less
1
ithan 
eight times of a possible 66 chances. 
Of the wire service news appearing in the study almost 20o/o could 
be placed in the category of national politics, and an additional 150/o could 
be loosely classified political without being projected into th-e national 
bracket. 
WIRE SERVICE - continued 
For the purpose of this study only the four leading national wire 
services were selected. They are United Press, Associated Press, 
International News Service, and The New York Times wire service. 
Of these four services, most papers used a combination of Assoc-
iated Press and United Press. Four papers used United Press releasee 
on the front page exclusively, while twelve made use of Associated Press 
service alone. No publication used either International News Service 
or The New York Times service without supplementing with AP or UP. 
In alLthe wire services there was evidence of a definite news-
gatherine overlap. There was also indication of style similarity to the 
end that no feeling of identification was peculiar to one or the other. 
Articles from all four of the services appeared with by-lines and proper 
credits. 
The Associated Press items appeared more than twice as much 
as the other three services combined. AP service outdistanced its 
nearest competitor, United Press, almost three to one. AP 1 s margin 
over INS was 35 to 1, and more than 40 to 1 over the New York Times 
service. 
Although AP has the margin over the three competing services 
there is still the sign of competition evident. Among the first ten stories, 
in point of appearance, AP had only one story which none of the other 
services offered, However the one story on which AP had an exclusive 
26. 
WIRE SERVICE - continued 
wa·s one of the two leading stories to be published on that day. Typical 
of the stories played by all the wire services is story RR, 11Ridgeway 
Returns, Reports to the President on Korea 11• This item in several dif-
ferent forms appeared with credit lines from each of the four services. 
In a majority of the cases AP and UP overlapped. In at least one 
instance the stories were almost word for word making identification 
virtually impossible. This example, item EE, 11Atom Bomb Fails to 
Go Of£11 , was run under both the mark of AP and UP, the first two para-
graphs being perfectly identical, and little deviation apparent throughout 
the four paragraph stories. 
,, 
27. 
BIAS AND DISTORTION 
There was definite evidence of bias in the newspapers studied. 
The headline generally giving the key to the form the bias took. A typical 
,r 
case being that of the Welker-Truman dispute. This story, coded J in 
the story classification, appeared under more than six different heads. 
Some examples of the heads used are: llSenator Calls Truman Liar", 
from the Arizona Republic; "President's Truthfulness under Fire by 
Senators", from the Knickerbocker News; and from the Tampa Morning 
Tribune, 11Senator Welker says Truman told Complete and Utter False-
hood". Many publications merely ignored this and other controversial 
stories and by so doing branded them unworthy of front page consideration. 
In the case of the McGranery appointment to the Attorney General 
post the following headlines show definite contrasts; 'McGranery up for 
Debate in Senate 11 , from the Lewiston Evening Journal; 'Senators Seek 
Stall on McGranery Okah11 , from the Jackson, Mississippi, Clarion 
Ledger; "Republicans call McGranery 1unfit1 for new Position'', from the 
Richmond Times-Despatch. 
In the case of the rejection of the Social Security hike measure: 
"Socialized Medicine Foes Kill Social Security Boos"t!tr, from the Oregonian 
11House Defeats Increase in Old Age Benefits 11 , from the Los Angeles 
Times; ''Pension Bill is Killed in House", from the Cincinnati Enquirer; 
and 110ld Age Hike Politics Issue", from the Concord Daily Monitor. 
28. 
BIAS AND DISTORTION - continued 
Stories of the House rejection of the Social Security increase 
measure outnumbered any other politically controversial subject on this 
particular day. To further follow this story, as an example of bias and 
distortion, the remainder of the story headlines will be listed. The titles 
will be listed pro, con, or neutral depending upon the bias evident toward 
the article. 
PRO: 
IIHouse Balks at Pay Hike for Elderly11 
''Pension Bill Shelved by House Group" 
11AMA Objects to Section of Insurance Bill11 
"Social Security Raise Beaten; GOP Sniffs Socialized Medicine 11 
11Social Security Benefits Boost Killed in House 11 
"House Kills Old Age Pension Hike 11 
TIHouse Rejects Bill to Increase Security Benefits for Aged" 
11House Blocks $5 Increase in Age Benefits" 
NEUTRAL: 
nplan to Amend Insurance Act Given Setback~' 
11Social Security Benefits Strike Snag in House 11 
11House Votes Down 'Rush' Bill Hiking Old Age Benefits" 
"House Bars Hike in Age Benefits" 
''House Bars 
11House Rejects Rush Bill to Hike Pension Payment" 
"Social Security Boost Misses House Majority11 
CON: 
ttHouse Beats Welfare Bill by 45 Votesn 
"House Rejects Increase in Social Security Pay" 
11House Rejects Pension Boost" 
11Social Security Hike Flops as 1Socialized Medicine 1 11 
11House Rejects Pension Boost, GOP Raises 'Socialized 
Medicine Cry' " 
11House Rejects Boost for Social Security, Politics, Critics Cry11 
11Proposed Social Security Increase Stymied in Housell 
29. 
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BIAS AND DISTORTION - continued 
In the examples listed in the foregoing paragraphs bias becomes 
evident in the play on words and phrases. The important factor in the 
. 
identification of this bias is the connotation rather than the actual wording 
of the headline. The first example of the Truman story implies that the 
President is a liar, the second gives him the benefit of a doubt, while t:Q.e 
third hedges from the emphatic tone of the first but not so far into the 
doubtful as is number two. 
In the second example the first instance gives no definite word on 
McGranery1 s exact position, it leaves him at least with a clean slate. 
The second instance implies that the Senate is the wrongdoer in the case. 
The third instance implicitly brands him unfit. 
In the third case. in point the first instance lays the defeat of the 
bill to hike social security at the door of AMA backers. The second in-
stance goes a step further in that it refers to the bill as the "Old Age 
Benefitsu Act. The third instance remains in the above vein referring to 
the act as "The Pension Billll. The fourth and last instance blames the 
defeat of the measure on politics. The listing following is self-explanator . 
Another handling of biased material is that of bias by ommission. 
In this case it is the selection of a story from several evident in a single 
release. This type is noted exclusively in stories. taken from the wire 
services. 
------
BIAS AND DISTORTION - continued 
By printing portions of these stories and ommitting portions 
e equally as important the reader is given only one side of the story. An 
example of this type reporting is given in the several versions of the 
recent Truman visit to West Point on the occasion of the 150th Anniversar 
Celebration held at the Academy. This story was a combination of feature 
in that Truman gave a speech which was the equivalent of a war warning; 
in that Truman went to participate in the celebration; in that West Point 
was 150 years of age on that date; and in that Ridgeway, Secretary of the 
Army Pace, and several high Army officials were to be on hand to make 
the occasion. Here is the manner in which the story was handled by sev-
eral of the papers: 'Truman Alerts US for Korean Flare-up 11 , from the 
Haverhill Gazette; "Truman Helps Point Gelebrate 11 , from the Oregonian; 
HTruman Sees No Big War11 , from the Omaha World-Herald; 11Reds 
Blocked Truman Says11 , from the Milwaukee Journal; 11 Ridgeway Visits 
Truman, They Go to West Point11 , from the Syracuse Herald-Journal. 
This is the prime example of distortion of news. In the fil"st case 
there is a warning of a definite war possibility. From the standpoint of 
the speech made this was truly the case. It is to be noted that the Presi-
dent's speeches are generally given out to the press beforehand. The 
newspapers know what is going to be said. 
In the second case in point the Oregonian paints Truman's role as 
31. 
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BIAS AND DISTORTION - continued 
that of a participant in a celebration. While this is true it is one of the 
least significant aspects of the President's visit, hardly worthy of front 
page placement over the other implications of his visit. 
The third case, presented by the Omaha World-Herald points up 
the fact that there was no big war expected. This thesis is also valid, 
but the fact is that a little war is much more than disturbing to the popu-
lation at present. Whether this headline was the result of optimism on 
the part of the writer, or plain distortion of fact for political purpose, is 
a debatable point. 
The Milwaukee headline implies that the Communists have been 
stopped completely. This headline is the result of lifting one sentence 
out of context to produce distortion. In the light of the whole speech such 
a headline is ridiculous. The point of the speech was obviously, though 
we have the Communists stopped at present we must be ever more alert 
in order to prevent an outburst which might lead us into an all-out war in 
Asia. 
The last headline from the Syracuse Herald-Journal in effect plays 
down both the President and West Point by placing emphasis upon General 
Ridgeway. Ridgeway did not visit Truman. Military regulations dictate 
that a soldier at the finish of a tour of duty report to his superior. 
Ridgeway reported to Truman. They did not go to West Point. Ridgeway, 
33. 
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BIAS AND DISTORTION - continued 
in fact, went along at the invitation of President Truman. 
In the majority of the cases of obvious distortion the cause could 
be traced to the politics of the publication at the time. There were how-
ever exceptions to this rule. The next most obvious bias obvious from 
the standpoint of headlines was that of labor management. 
In the case of the Steelman Plan to settle the railroad controversy 
the headlines played the story from both angles. A few variations on the 
theme were: 11Rail Lines Okeh Formula to End Dispute", from the Ore-
gonian; 11Rail Unions Study Wage Boost Offer", from the Omaha World-
Herald; 'Railroads Accept US Peace Plan, Unions Mum11 from the Ohio 
State Journal; and from the Atlanta Constitution, "Carriers Accept Plan 
to End Rail Dispute, Union Word Awaited". 
Distortion in the first case occurs as the reader is led to believe 
that the dispute is settled. It is not. One side has agreed to a propos~! 
but the opposition has not yet been heard from. This is distortion by 
omission. 
In the second case the headline gives the impression that the 
Unions are all out in an effort to settle the dispute with a consequent 
omission of the case of the railroad management. Management, in fact, 
made the concessions, Unions have made no commitment. 
The last two cases are similar to each other, and at first glance 
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BIAS AND DISTORTION -continued 
seem to do justice to the story involved. There is, however, a differ-
ence in the connotation of the phrases concerning the Union. The first 
instance reads nunions Mum11 • The subsequent connotation being that the 
Unions are not negotiating in a true spirit. This conclusion is not borne 
out by the facts. The fact is that the Unions, or any party involved in 
litigation, needs time to study a proposal to determine whether or not 
justice is being done. 
The last head comes nearest to doing justice to the item under 
study. Even in the attempt to be fair it shows a shade of bias in its final 
phrase "Union Word Awaited". The fact is that the Union must take time 
to study the proposal as mentioned in the paragraph above. 
In some instances where bias or distortion seemed apparent a 
closer check seemed to justify the headline used because of the timing1 of 
2 
the story. Other cases were possibly justified by space commitments. 
The instances discussed were chosen after all these factors were taken 
into consideration. 
1 
Morning or afternoon edition 
2 
Short articles as a rule adopt brief headlines 
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GEOGRAPHICAL DIFFERENCES 
For expedience in pointing up the differences between papers in 
the various regions the United States was divided into nine sectors. Thes 
sectors are: The New England Sector, the Northeast Sector, the South-
east Sector, the North Central Sector, the South Central Sector, the 
Northwestern Sector, the Southwestern Sector, the Far Western Sector, 
and the Pacific Coast Sector. 
1. New England includes Maine, Vermont, New Hampshire, 
Massachusetts, Rhode Island, and Connecticut. 
2. Northeast Sector includes New York, New Jersey, Mary-
land, Pennsylvania, and Delaware. 
3.- Southeast Sector includes Georgia, Florida, North Carolina,, 
South Carolina, Virginia, West Virginia, and the District 
of Columbia. 
4. North Central Sector includes Wisconsin, Ulinois, Michigan, 
Indiana, and Ohio. 
5. South Central Sector includes Kentucky, Tennessee, 
Mississippi, and Alabama. 
6. Northwest Sector includes North Dakota, South Dakota, 
Iowa, Minnesota, Nebraska, and Kansas. 
7. Southwest Sector includes Texas, Oklahoma, Missouri, 
Arkansas, and Louisiana. 
8. Far Western Sector includes Montana, Idaho, Wyoming, 
Oregon, Utah, Nevada, Arizona,_ Colorado, and New Mexico. 
9. California and Washington. 
35. 
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GEOGRAPHICAL DIFFERENCES - continued 
The New England area used a lower percentage of wire service; 
news than did any other area. The one publication featuring local news 
was from this sector and another, the Lynn Item, carried but one wire 
service story on the front page that did not have a local tie-in. This area 
used a greater percentage of European news than the other areas. The 
percentage of Labor-management news was high, with particular emphasi 
on the textile industry. The only agricultural news to appear in this area 
was that of the Maine potato shortage. Local and national politics had 
high appearance rates in this section with local politics getting the higher 
rating. Local and national politics had high appearance rates in this sec-
tion with local politics getting the higher rating. Local news other than 
those aforementioned was high, most of it in the personality bracket. 
There was more education news than any other area. 
The Northeast area used less labor'-management news for front 
page material than did the New England area, but the amount of wage-
price news was higher. National and local political news were about 
evenly divided with a high appearance rate for both. There was a high 
percentage of human interest in this area. In the frivilous category there 
were more items from this area than any other with New York City and 
Brooklyn setting the pace. In contrast, straight educational news was al-
most as high as the New England area. 
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GEOGRAPHICAL DIFFERENCES - continued 
Interest in the Southeast varied mainly in that there was a higher 
percentage of agricultural news than in either of the two preceeding sec-
tors. Here the national political interest reached a peak. Local politics 
was low, other than that which tied in directly with politics on the nationa 
level. Only twice was the number one spot awarded to an item other than 
the national political. Only once was the number two spot taken up with 
news other than political-national. Most of the local political news was 
on the city level. The percentage of European news was equal to that of 
the New England and Northeast areas. 
The North-Central sector was typified by a very high percentage 
of wage-price news. The amount of labor-management news was as high 
as that of New England, but trailed that of wage-price. Local and nationa 
political news were about evenly divided in this area. European news 
showed a sharp decline. Local stories began to appear in a high per-
centage above the fold of the paper. National news when it was predomi-
nant was predominant below the fold. 
The South Central differed little from the Southeastern except in 
some few instances. Political news in this area was on a local basis. 
National politics were at a low in this area. The number of local stories 
in the number one and two page positions outnumbered the national items 
two to one. There were more stories on the front page of publications 
from this area than from any other area. One publication ran 25 articles 
GEOGRAPHICAL DIFFERENCES - continued 
on the front page. Agricultural news appeared in a higher percentage 
than in any of the areas. 
The Northwest sector ran a high percentage of labor-management 
stories, on the local level, above the fold. In this area the personality 
story reached a high. Below the fold human interest ran high with em-
phasis on local articles. National news was low as compared with the 
other areas. There were some sob stories run above the fold. 
In the Southwest sector the national news ran in the prominent 
page positions. This sector showed a higher interest in oil than in agri-
culture. The labor-management ran high, and was principally concerned 
with the oil industry. Local political items appeared in a high percentage. 
Local human interest and national human interest were about evenly di-
vided', appearing below the fold. 
The Far West showed a surprisingly high amount of foreign news. 
The occurrence of European news was higher than that of the far East. 
Papers in this area had a tendency to run human interest stories above 
the fold whether on a local or national level. Local political items ap-
peared more than national politicaL The only agricultural news in this 
area concerned the potato shortage. Labor-management news was high, 
e wage-price news was low. 
The West coastal area had almost no far Eastern news, and no 
38. 
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GEOGRAPHICAL DIFFERENCES - continued 
news of the Korean war as such at all. Shipping news occupied a front 
page position and some news of returning vets from. the Korean war. 
Local news was extremely high with a large amount of space given over 
to the weather. National political news was in a high percentage, with 
local percentage at about its lowest point. There was <3: high percentage 
of labor-management news, all on the national level. There was human 
interest news, but it all had a local angle. 
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SUMMARY 
The one quality common to all the items contained in this survey 
is local appeal. The gatekeeper selects as nearly as possible those 
stories which he thinks will instantly strike a responsive cord in the 
reader. 
Local stories are preferred to any other type. The greater the 
story scope the less the proportion of local interest. Thus national 
stories with no local connection stand less chance of front page display 
than state wide news with no local connection. Least preferred are the 
international news items with no local connection. The one exception to 
this rule is war news, and it is of interest in every locality because of 
the individuals who are, or who may become, involved in it. 
On the other hand, the greater the scope of the story the more im-
portant it becomes, provided there is a local tie-in. Then, international 
news with a local tie-in is most important. National news follows in im-
port and so on down to local news. 
Since local stories are prefer;red by the gatekeeper they are 
awarded a high proportion of the premium page positions. This fact is 
borne out by the figures in chapter two. 
To gain prominence on the front page of the newspaper with an 
appeal other than to a local sympathy a story must be unusual, In this 
group there was two such stories. Both these stories appealed to the 
emotion. 
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Probably the best example of this type of appeal was found in 
Story D, from category fourteen. This story (of a mountain climber who 
slipped into a crevice and f:r:oze to death) was appealing to the entire na-
tion. The suspense was heightened by the fact that the original report of 
the fall appeared in the p?Lper the night before. 
This story tied with one other for top number of appearances, 
having shown 35 times out of a possible 66 chances. Although the inci-
dent in itself probably affected only the family and friends, more than a 
million readers shared in the experience. 
A second quality necessary to front page news is timeliness. An 
item must have that 11no'W11 feeling. To bear this out it was noted that 
more than 75o/o of the story titles were written in the present tense. 
Using again the D story. Though the news of the mountain climber s 
fall appeared in the paper the day before, many perfect strangers waited 
in the hope that the victim might yet be rescued alive. The fact was that 
the news of that day was that of a new happening, plus a recap on the 
original story. The 11now11 quality was present. 
The news ingredient which contributes most to story appeal is 
drama. Without exception these stories which gained front page promi-
nence held some dramatic meaning for the reader. In most instances 
the drama was straight, tragedy drama followed, and comedy drama 
was the least prominent. 
42. 
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SUMMARY -continued 
Tragedy drama would include story D, which has been mentioned 
in this chapter. The connection in this case is clear eno-q.gh to warrant 
no further explanation. The story appeared 35 times. 
A straight dramatic situation is exemplified by story C, which 
also appeared 35 times out of a, possible 66 chances. Story C was con-
cerned with the railroads acceptance of the proposal submitted by the 
government to settle a lengthy strike. From this story one definitely gets 
the feeling that something is happening to someone -- or something. MorE 
than 60% of the headlines in this study were of this type. 
The comedy drama headline was most prominently exemplified in 
story H, the narrative of an investigation team dropped in Brazil. This 
team became involved in a Mack Sennett type capture -- captive imbroglio 
with a rival team from Brazil. The more flippant type, the breezy confi-
dential headlines were in less prominence. 
Examples of the breezy type headline are: "Bra-waving Coeds 
Cheer, but U Pantie Raid Fi.z;zles 11 , from the Minneapolis Morning Tribune 
11Mice-Cheese Theory Full of Holes 11 , from the New York World-Telegram 
and "Mystery Gal in Gem Intrigue 11 , from the Brooklyn Eagle. 
The types of stories to gain front page prominence were varied. 
e The most frequently displayed of the group were the local news items with 
no significance beyond the immediate community. This group represented 
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SUMMARY - continued 
more than one-third of the total. 
The remaining types ranked thusly: ]ler~lities, crimeJ national 
government, local government, labor-management, human interest, war-
armament-security, state government, foreign news, wage-price, inter-
national relations, sob stories and frivolity, violent death, education, and 
death -- not violent. 
Although wire service was subordinated to the locally covered 
stories in number, it nevertheless played an important role in the front 
page makeup of the newspaper. 
Wire service articles were reproduced widely in this selection of 
newspapers. When there was a local or regional tie-in with the wire story 
it almost certainly gained one of the two most prominent places in the pape f-. 
These articles were as a rule better written than the local items 
and were thus simpler to head. In different publication, sometimes widely 
separated geographi~ally, headlines appeared with almost identical wordin~ . 
There was little if any difference in the handling of the wire service 
story within the different wire service groups. A story from one wire 
source might well be credited to another and little difference noted. There 
was an overlap in story coverage as was expected. 
Among the wire services distributing national and international 
news the Associated Press was the most frequently used. After the 
44. 
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SUMMARY - continued I 
• 
Associated Press came the United Press, International News Service, 
and the New York Times service in that order. 
It seemed most difficult for a publication to remain unbiased in 
headlines. Evidence of bias was found in at least 42o/o of the publications 
used in this study. As mentioned before the bias was aimed at individuals~ 
parties, and sections. 76o/o of the bias indicated had to do with politics or 
with a political person. Of the remainder 19o/o was in favor of the locality 
and 5o/o concerning a logal non-political issue. 
When amp~e consideration was made for local preference in the 
selection of types of wire service items, there was some eiridence of bias 
in the selection of headlines to fit the item. In many the headline was dis-
torted to reflect the feeling of the community, or newspaper, toward that 
matter. This was ascertained by reading the articles thoroughly only to 
find that the headline. told an entirely differJrnf story from that contained 
in the article. 
When the evidence showed bias by omission it became difficult 
to determine whether this was due to space shortage, or whether the 
cutting was deliberate. In these instances th.e gatekeeper was given the 
benefit of the doubt, and the decision made in his favor. Even after such 
treatment it was found that the gatekeeper made evident his biases in a 
large number of items. 
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Geographical selection of the news generally followed a set ~ttern. 
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That pattern was to take from the news presented, that which pertained 
to the region in which the paper was published, publishing those stories 
as front page news. There were three bewildering exceptions to this 
rule. Stories which were lifted from one section of the country only to 
appear in another section with no apparent reason for having appeared. 
The stories generally followed the pattern of this illustration. A 
wire story was released on the day of these publications. This story 
concerned the OPA and the release of controls on cottons -- and canned 
goods. In the industrial area of the New England States the story featured 
the release of restrictions on cotton only. This also happened in cotton-
growing belt. In other areas the story was played only from the standpoin 
of the canned goods. Only two areas carried the full story in the headline 
of the item, or the complete item itself. 
Aside from the commitments of time and space these are the 
considerations made by the gatekeeper in the allotment of space from the 
front page of the newspaper. 
I 
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PAPER LIST 
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I 
1. Arizona Republic . . . 64,806 I. M. 
e 2. Washington Post ................. . 191, 164 I. E. 
3. New Mexican ...... . 11,985 I. E. 
4. Rochester Times-Union . 111, 862 I. E. 
5. Richmond Times-Dispatch . 100,709 I. E. 
6. Daily Oklahoman . . . . 147,332 D. M. 
7. Tampa Morning Tribune 112,522 D.M. 
8. New York World Telegram ............ . 555,017 I. E. 
9. New Haven Register ........... . 89,927 I. E. 
10. Journal Every Evening (Wilmington, Del.) 62,302 I. E. 
11. Washington Evening Star ......... . 226,573 I. E. 
12. Commercial Appeal, Memphis .......... . 196,933 D.M. 
13. Omaha Evening World-Herald . 117, 698 I. E. 
14. Standard Times, New Bedford . 58,040 I. E. 
15. Manchester Union Leader ... 23,402 I. E. 
16. Minneapolis Morning Tribune 190,276 I.M. 
17. Newark Evening News .... 253,427 I. E. 
18. New Orleans Times Picayune . 171,503 D.M. 
19. San Francisco Chronicle . . 154,608 R.M. 
20. Milwaukee Journal .... 327,944 I. E. 
21. St. Paul Pioneer Press 92,512 I. M. 
22. Reno Evening Gazette . 16,745 R.E. · 
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p APER LIST - continued 
45. Knickerbocker News . 56, 031 R. E. 
46. Atlanta Constitution .. 187,647 D.M. 
4 7. Hartford Courant . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
48; Holyoke Daily Transcript . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26, 081 R. E. 
49. Brooklyn Eagle . . . . . . . 
50. The Charlotte Observer (N.C.) .. 134,754 D.M. 
51. Brockton Enterprise . ; . 39,057 I. E. 
52. Fargo Forum . . . . 26,013 R. M . 
53. Pittsburgh Post Gazette . . 289,000 I. M . 
54. Lewiston Evening Journal • . 15,430 R.E . 
55. Topeka Daily Capital . . . . . . . . . 58,760 R.M . 
56. Cincinnati Enquirer . . . . . . . . . . . . 177,545 I. M . 
57. ·Rutland Herald . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18,208 I. M . 
58. Haverhill Gazette . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18,367 I. E . 
59. Charleston (W.Va.) Gazette . 85,335 D. M. 
60. Salem Evening News . . . . 22,303 I. E . 
61. Portland (Me.) Press Herald . . . . . . 46,768 R.M . 
62. Newburyport Daily News . . . . . . . . . . 5,567 R.E . 
63. Lowell Sun. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 38,729 I. E . 
64. Worcester Telegram . . . . . . . . . . . . ' 52,775 R.M . 
65. Gardner News . . . . . . . 6,488 I. E . 
66. Lynn Daily Evening Stem. 20,835 R.E. 
STORY CODE 
A ... British to Quit Red China 
B .•. Kerr Defends Truman Policies 
C ..• Railroads Accept White House Settlement Plan 
D.· .. Body of Vicar's Son Recovered fro~ Mountains 
E ... Way Cleared for Phoenix Yuma Air Run. 
F ... Sinclair Oil Workers Vote to End Strike 
G ... Gabrielson Urges G 0 P Hustle Votes 
H ... Brazil Tries Rescue of Jungle Hostages_ 
I. .. House Rejects Pension Boosts 
J ... Senator Says Truman Liar 
K ..• lke in Farewell Visit to Netherlands 
L ... Senate Okays Towler Nomination 
M ... Riding Injury Fatal (Ft. Huachuca) 
N .•. N.J. Mental Patient Wounds Three 
0 ... Newsprint Price Hike to be Probed 
P. ~.Temperature Due for Climb 
Q ... Taft Group Wins Four, lke One (Washington) Precinct 
R ... General Ridgeway Here for Quiz by Senators 
S ... French Solidly Back Pinay 
T ... Two Senators Ask MCGranery Rejection 
U ... D. C. Citizens Speak up at First Town Meeting 
V .•• Fail in Effort to Recommit Alien (McCarran) Bill. 
II 
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STORY CODE - continued 
W ... OPS Permits Price Increase on Some Canned Foods 
X ... AF to Inspect All Jets Before Flights 
Y ... Red Prisoners Riot Anew at Pusan 
Z .•• Students Hit by BRa Binge 
AA ... Ridgeway Takes Pre-Course for NATO 
BB .. Truman Wa.rns of Heavy Activity in Korea 
CC .. Pecos Teacher Aided Gonzales ·settlement 
DD .. Policeman Stops Prison Break 
EE .. A-Bonb Fails to Go Off 
FF .. Kefauver Opposes Radio TV Ban 
GG .. Letter Read in Woman's Sanity Trial 
HH .. Rookies Set for Security Course 
II •• Joy Accuses Reds of Foul Tactics, to Quit 
JJ .. Local Boy Hospitalized after Accident 
: 
*KK .. West Point Celebrates !50th Anniversary 
* LL .. Oil Workers Back on Job 
MM .. Kodah Officers Named (Camera Co.) 
NN .. City Steps-up Efforts to End Transit Strike 
00 .. New Hampshire B~und Widow Winds up Here 
~ PP .. Not Aspiring, lke Declares 
QQ .. Truman Signs Bill Raising Military Pay 
RR .. President Hears Ridgeway Report onKorea 
J~~== 
STORY CODE - continued 
SS ... Six Former Students Fined in Grave Theft 
TT ... "BiglieH Laid to Acheson Antic (Mercury} 
· *UU. :. Harrison Gets Top Position on UN Truce Team 
VV ... City Request for Toll Road Study Denied 
WW ... Jobs Proposed for Ex-Presidents 
XX .... Youngsters Tackle Junenile Delinquency 
YY ... Greeks, Turks Honor Truman 
ZZ .•. CIO Leader Ridicules Report 43, 000 Members to AFL 
AB ... Two 'Girls Run over by Train Unhurt 
AC ... Monioney Hits Truman Stand on Tidelands 
AD ... Dope Raid Nets Three 
AE ... Good Turn Nabs 16oft" Thief 
AF ... Last Turnpike Contracts Let 
AG ... OCU Adds Law to Curriculum 
AH ... 50 Families Flee Flood 
AI. .• Ridgeway Arrives at Capital 
AJ ... McCarty Odham Debate Fizz (Fla, Local} 
AK ... Truman to Speak at Arkansas Dam Dedication 
AL ... Ban Asked on Radio TV at Hearings 
e AM .•. Gov. Warren to Debate Kefauver 
AN .•. Improved School Bus System Promis~d Pasco 
AO ... Gambling Stamp Purchase Reach 664 in Florida 
STORY CODE - continued 
AP ... Supreme Court Fails to Rule on Steel Seizure 
AQ ... Candidates for Justice of Peace Vows No Case Fixing 
AR ... Oppose Truman Post Office Appoin~ents Pl.ims 
AS. a. Stabilizer Asks Public Shun Black Market Spuds 
AT ... East Germans Bar Passenger Line to West 
AU .•• Ask Gambling Graft Probe by 5-Man B~ard (Local) 
AV ... Cops Stop Stolen Gem Gang Feud 
AW ... New Jersey Prisoners Bootleg in Jail 
AX ... Ridgeway Receives Medal for Korea Role 
AY .•. Mice Cheese Theory Disproved 
AZ ... Flath Sees Jury, Lashes at Gross 
AAA .. Dodgers Giants Rained Out 
AAB .. Admiral Doubts Red Korea Drive 
AAC .. Local GOP Platform Favors Spending 
AAD. ~ Lonette Fc.ces Trial (Local) 
AAE ... Benton Says Democrats 11Party of Hope" 
AAF .. Industry Show at Armory (Local) 
AAG .. U.S. Maps Aid Pacts with France 
AAH .. Await Red Reply to British Quit China Decision 
e AAI. .. Jail Escape Under 24 Hour Guard 
AAK .• DuPont Wins Safety Award for lOth Year 
AAL .. Two Girls Hurt by Skidding Auto 
IOU0 DUN UNIVERSITY 
SCHOOl OF PUBLIC RELATlnf'' .~ 
AND COrJlMUt-;ICATIC,· : ·-. 
liBRf'.RY 
STORY CODE - continued 
AAM .. Officials Study Action in University of Del Panty Raids 
AAN .• Blood Gifts Lay in Danger Campaign Goal 
AAO .. Speaker Announced for Memorial Day Rites 
AAP .• Preview of Clothesline Art Opens 
AAO .. 'Urge Limited Bingo Legality 
AAR .. Husbandly Housework Ends in Divorce Decree 
AAS .. Miss Rhode Island Contest Ruled Out 
AA T .• Volcano Begins to Calm 
AAU\. Flying Congressman Babysits for 24 Hours 
AA V .. Dunking Boy in Barrel Nets Man Year in Jail 
AAW ~ • Freeing Assemblyman Stirs Korea Riot 
AAX .• Reds Claim Best Harpoonists (Whales) 
AA Y .. Boy Pinned by Shoulder Unhurt 
AAZ .• Japan Seen Filling Need for Consumer Goods 
ABA .• Favorable Testimony to New D. C. Setup 
ABB .. Fairfax Justice, Former Nazi Prisoner, Suicide 
ABC .• Dr. Allen Astin Named Director Bureau Standards 
ABD .. Architect's Propose New Location for Freeway 
ABE .. Woman Burned in Bed Fire 
ABF .. Howland, Mag. Ed., Found Bruised, Dead; in Street 
ABG .. 12 Stay Down Airmen to Lose Commissions 
ABH .. Library Planned for Cleveland Park 
STORY CODE - continued 
ABI .. Bus Strike Threatens Memphis 
W ABJ .. Controls Off Cottons and Textiles 
ABK .. Queen )Elizabeth Asks Pay Raise for Phillip (Local) 
ABL .. Civil Rights Question May be Sidestepped 
ABM .. Telegram Rate Rise Reported Sought 
ABN .. Supreme Court Studies Steel Seizure 
ABO .. 1. 800 to Hop Ocean in Time Lindberg Took 
ABP .. Assignment Memphis (local Column) 
ABQ .. Pay for Flood Control, or Damages -- Gov. Peterson 
ABR .. Engagement Ring Reclaimed Legally 
ABS .. Two IOWA Crash Victims-Die 
ABT .. Potato Debate Like Pig Debate 
ABU .. Air Force to Use Navy Measure 
ABV .. Hike in Newsprint Due June 15th 
ABW .. State's Spending Increases llo/o 
ABX .. Fast Track -- Big Crowd at Meet Opening 
ABY .. Corrected Nebraska Ballots Show Ike Third 
ABZ .. Senate Votes $150, 000, 000 Toll Road 
ACA .. Gagnon Brink's Tale a Lie --Boston Police 
e ~E))!\\ •. Dever's Credit Agency Shelved 
ACC .. AFL to Launch Drive in South 
ACD •.. Graduation Rites set at Orleans 
STORY CODE - continued 
ACE .. Banquet Honors Phone Executive 
e ACF .. Slain O'Brien Hid Crime Past 
ACG .• Col. Thyng Becomes an Ace 
ACH .. Dartmouth Announces $44 Tax Rate 
ACI. .. 2, 161 Primary Voters Boost GOP Ranks to 19,623 
ACJ .. Army Psychiatrists Say Vigneault Save 
ACK .. Expect $700, 000 Limit on Power Rate Boost 
ACL .. Charge U.S. Aids Wages, Raid Profits 
ACM .. Judge Considers Petition to Void Deportation of Red 
ACN .. Rival Tertile S nions Fight for Members 
ACO .. Free Pair in Murder Quiz (Boston) 
ACP .• Settle Bedford Road Row, Stick to Orginal Plan 
ACQ .• Truman Aceepts Delegate Po·st 
ACR .. Northwest-Capital Airlines Merger Loses in Stock Vote 
ACS .. Banks Jury to be Locked up During Trial 
ACT .. Local Dr. Dies at 90 
ACU .• Caterpillars Cover Rails, Halt Trains 
ACV .. Sen. Wily 11Honeymoon Trip in National Interest, U. S. Says 
ACW .. Senen Lose Right to Drive for Six Months 
' 
ACX .. Three Jailed as Safe· Robbers 
ACY,. Mayor of Little Ferry Charged with Misconduct of Office 
ACZ,. Open Probe of Airport Plane Crashes (Elizabeth, N. J;) 
STORY CODE - continued 
ADA~. State Cop N.J. Charged with Accepting Gifts 
W ADB •. Charge Tipsy Firemen Caused Disturbance 
ADC .. Find Mine from 1950 Amboy (N.J.) Blast 
ADD .. Boy Slingshot Snipers Captured 
ADE .. Brash Starts Gasoline Fire 
ADF .. Motor Vehicle Agent, Swindler to Surrender 
ADG .• Gov. Kennon Asks Hike in State Spending 
ADH .. Gov. Kennon Seeks Backing of Legislature 
AD!. • State Police Chief to Act on ·Gaming 
ADJ .. Mayor Opposes Charter Delays 
ADK .. German B.order Tension Flares 
ADL. • Intruder Beats Attorney with Hammer 
ADM .. Businessman Receives Curious Order from Jail 
ADN .• Up Disabled Vets Benefits 
ADO .• Washington Cost of Living Highest 
ADP .• Tele~nos Blast Reds Off Hilltop 
ADQ .. Busses to Run Today After 77 Day Strike 
ADR .. Two Cops Reported at Lewd Show 
"ADS .. Macy' s (D. F.) Head Transferred to N.Y. Store 
e. ADT .. San Francisco won't Boost Taxes Much 
ADU .. 1, 511 Due on Transport 
ADV .. Weather Story 
STORY CODE - continued 
ADW .. 55 Million Dollar Flood Bill Okayed 
ADX .. Mr. X Goes to Moscow (Kennan) 
ADY .. Journal Vice-President -Dead at 76 
ADZ .. Young Immigrant Saves Two Lives 
AEA .. GOP Chief Denies Political Threat to Governor 
AEB .. Fast Police Action Sends Girls Home 
AEC .• Fatal Shooting Suspect Arraigned 
AED .. Three Gil s Sentenced in Rape Case 
AEE .. No Retreat in Red Captive Exchange Plan 
AEF.·. Four Red Jets Downed by UN 
AEG .• UN Delegate is Selected 
AEH .• Claimed Brink1 s Suspect Jailed 
AEI.. Seven to Ten Years to Two Holdup Men 
AEJ .. Smith Fund Scholarships to Seven 
AEK .• Moynahan to Appear Before Special Jury 
AEL .. Would Provide. New Classrooms in Harris School 
AEM .• Quinn Company Low Bidder on Park School 
AEN .• Hobby Show Exhibits Reach Back 100 Years 
AEO .• Nine from Area Enter Yale 
,- AEP .• Floral Display Awards Made 
AEQ .. AGT. Kidney Promoted in State Police 
AER .• Atomic Blast Set for Today 
STORY CODE - continued 
AES .• Chicopee Cheerleaders Shun Slacks 
AET .• Parent Teachers Not to Recon.Sider Policy 
AEU .. Bus Company Faces Economic Problem 
AEV .. Bonn to Sign Peace Pacts Next Monday 
AEW .. Former Convict Composer Back in Jail 
AEX .• New Orleans Storm Causes Heavy Damage 
* AEY .. County Government (Local) 
* AEZ .. Yanks Bag Four MIG's 
AFA .• Taft to Gain Delegates in Montana 
AFB .. Judge Reopens _Case of Speeding Salesman 
AFC .• Wife Granted Divorce from Ex-Cop 
AFD .. Two Children Die in Oneonta Fire 
AFE .. Mrs. Peron Treated with Cobalt Bomb 
AFF .. Keep Chairman Hanhart at Democratic Helm 
AFG .. Jury Reviews Fate of Kirchner in Horse Meat Case 
AFH .. Mental Patient, on Visit Home Shoots Three 
AFL • Credit Curbs Eased by Bank of Canada 
AFJ .. Trucker Reported Beaten in Strike 
AFK .• Boise 1 s Postal Snarl Prompts Senate Quiiil 
AFL .. Justice Sets Trial Date in Graft Case 
AFM .. Delay City Employees Bonus 
AFN .. Federal Grand Jury to Investigate Crime in Niagara 
STORY CODE - continued 
AFO .. Man Seriously Hurt in Cauern 
• AFP .. Man Charged with Slaying Aunt 
AFQ .. Store Owner Slugs Bandit with Bottle 
AFR .. Staffing of Weed Sales at Once Asked 
AFS .. Sumter Iris Festival Gets Damp Start 
AFT .. New Infirmary Proposal Rejected as Too Costly 
AFU .. Fire Damages Stockbridge Lumber Yard 
AFV .. Tobin Would Ask Congress Ratify Steel Seizure 
AFW .. Home Owner Impounds Porch Smashing Car 
AFY .• Taft to Greet Delegates in Indianapolis 
AFZ .. Waste of Demo Funds Denied by McKinney 
AGA .. Englargement of Children 1 s Home Urged 
AGB .. Diesel's Record Run Proves New Engine 
AGC .. Rep. Wilson Finds Ike Overwhelming Fair 
AGD .. Main Street Gets Two Step Curb 
AGE .. State Court Denies Appeal on Housing 
AGF .. James Roosevelt Backs Kefauver 
AGG .. Navy Fighter Lost Off Coast 
AGH .• Income Tax Gut in 1953 Run by Both Parties 
·e AGI.. Ireland to End Food Rationing 
AGM .. Liquor Board Voids Permit of Skyline Club 
AGN .• Patrolman Faces Drunken Driving Charge After Crash 
• 
STORY CODE - continued 
AGO;. Bombs Gunfire Injure Five in Tunisia 
AGP .• State Rains Worth Millions of Dollars 
AGQ ..• Fireman Battle Three Ala:rm Blaze 
AGR .• Rich Grain Dealer Kills Self, Wife and Baby 
AGS.·. The Candidates Story 
AGT .. Lillian Burton Demo Choice 
AGU .• 86, 000 Apply for Bonus 
AGV .. Actor Tone Gains Divor.ce 
AGW .. Ballet Dancer Joins Rose Festival Court 
AGX .. Gen. Bradley Defends U.S. Military Mind 
AGY .• Housing Group Tours Rat Infested Area 
AGZ .• Stix Bair Plans Huge Shopping Center 
AHA .• City to Mobile Registration Unit 
AHB .. Ohio Red Probers to Cite Four More 
AHC .• Four Democrats Barred from County Meeting 
AJY .• Boy Injured by Ruffians 
AJZ .• Hedrick Declines to Back Marland (In Congress) 
AKA .• Odets Admits Joining Communists in 1934 
AKB .• Hiserman Gains in Vote Canvass 
AKC .• Landlord Fired on Fire Act 
. AKD .• Fire Alarm Haywire At Canning Company Blaze 
AKE .. Mill, Bleachery Locals Remain Loyal to CIO 
